AUTISM

THE FACTS
Autism spectrum disorder (ASD), commonly referred to as autism, are both general terms for a group of
complex disorders of brain development. Each case of autism is unique, characterized by wide varieties and
combinations of: social issues; speech and language impairment; sensory processing dysfunction such as
hypersensitive hearing, touch, taste or perception problems; intellectual disabilities; motor coordination and
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physical health issues such as sleep and gastrointestinal disturbances. Some individuals with ASD are known
to excel in visual skills, music, math and art.
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for many children with ASDs.
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of autism may be present, they should discuss these concerns with their pediatrician and ask for an autism
screening.
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The Els for Autism Foundation
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Our Mission
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productive and rewarding lives, through:
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educational programs, training programs, and sports programs as well as residential and independent living
programs.
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with the global autism community and beyond.
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Spectrum Disorders.

The Els Center of Excellence
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model so that students of all economic backgrounds can enroll. An early intervention program will be
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School students with life, vocational, communication and social skills.
?NNSIMF'OMDM?OQL]'A dedicated program focusing on determining best practices in education and
therapy and delivering practical approaches to the wide range of issues and challenges that children and
adults with autism and their families face everyday.
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program focused on the sharing of best practices and programs with the global autism community and
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with families around the world and connect the global autism community on emerging issues.
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house neurologists, speech therapists and other specialists providing treatment services for individuals of all
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transition to all aspects of adult life through transitional independent living models, which include
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facilities, the medical and professional component and the adult services program.
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areas; which can be stressful to children with ASDs.
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& 40 classrooms with a student / teacher ratio of 2.5:1 in the Lower School, 4:1 in the Upper School.
" Golf will be used as a life-skills development tool and the Center will feature practice facilities including a driving
range, putting green, short game area and practice holes.
# Physical activity will be integral to school-life; students and the community will enjoy an air-conditioned
gymnasium, athletics field, play courts and swimming pool.
$ Life-skills training will be taught in specially designed learning labs to promote independent living and deliver
vocational training.
% The state-of-the-art auditorium will provide a hub for ASD professionals to disseminate and gather applied
research findings and best practices and connect the global autism community via lectures and videoconferencing.
! Every classroom in both the Lower and Upper school is equipped with state-of-the-art technology including
interactive cameras for observation. This coupled with the observation rooms built into the Lower School will allow
resident experts, visiting scholars and researchers to examine issues and develop practical approaches to the
wide range of challenges that individuals with autism and their families face everyday.
' Eight video-conferencing suites will allow for a range of global outreach activities including remote therapy
sessions, student to student communication and think tank sessions.
( The Center will accommodate an international placement program focused on sharing best practices with visiting
students and professionals working in the field of autism.
) The medical and professional services facility will provide a continuum of services to students and the wider
autism community.
* The adult services and vocational training facility will deliver on-site housing and transitional adult programs as an
extension of the Upper School curriculum.
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Autism is not GameOVER its #GameON!
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spectrum, is aimed at developing life skills, encouraging social interaction and promoting
healthy living and has received positive feedback from kids, parents, teachers and golf
professionals alike.
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“We are eternally grateful to the parents, host courses,
First Tee and PGA of America whose generosity
created so many magic moments for young people on the
spectrum. To see a child’s face light up in every city and know
that we worked together to positively impact the life of a child
and their family in a very tangible way was simply amazing.”
Mary Kay Willlson, Tournament Director, The Els for Autism
Golf Challenge
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“Thanks so
much for
including Potentia
Academy today in
the clinic. Students
and adults alike
had a wonderful
time! My son, who
is a student at
Potentia, had so
much fun that he
now wants to take
golf lessons!! We
just may make it
a family affair!”
Janice Meeks,
Executive Director,
Potencia Academy,
Greenacres FL
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“The Help Group kids had a fantastic day on the driving range thanks
to the Els for Autism #GameON Golf Clinic. They were excited to be in
such a beautiful setting with wonderfully supportive pros from Trump LA who
introduced them to the game of golf. Our young golfers had a terrific time and
left with a great sense of accomplishment.” Dr. Barbara Firestone, The Help
Group President & CEO, - attended the clinic at Trump National Golf Club, LA
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“I try not to cry in public because I’m not a pretty cryer, but I was
tearing up on the way home. Miles was all smiles after the clinic. Thank
you so much for today’s clinic. It has opened up a whole new world for him.
When he got home, he unpacked his goody bag and is still wearing his hat.
He is hooked! We would have never known that he likes golf. Who knows?
Someday he may even participate in the tournament. Again, thank you for the
clinic. We will remember this day for many years to come.” Michelle Parris,
mom to Miles who attended the clinic at Atlanta Athletic Club

Supporting Els for Autism

Gifts both large and small help us deliver on our
mission to help individuals on the autism spectrum
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productive and rewarding lives.
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example of what should be available to individuals
with an autism spectrum disorder.
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Els for Autism is a US public charity (EIN #26-3520396), recognized by the Internal
Revenue Service as exempt from Federal tax under Section 501(c)(3) of the tax code.
Donors should consult their tax advisor to determine whether they are eligible to claim a
deduction associated with their donation.

www.ElsForAutism.com

